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Effects of Bcl-2 Levels on Fas Signaling-Induced Caspase-3
Activation: Molecular Genetic Tests of Computational Model
Predictions1
Fei Hua,2* Melanie G. Cornejo,* Michael H. Cardone,‡ Cynthia L. Stokes,§ and
Douglas A. Lauffenburger*†
Fas-induced apoptosis is a critical process for normal immune system development and function. Although many molecular
components in the Fas signaling pathway have been identified, a systematic understanding of how they work together to determine
network dynamics and apoptosis itself has remained elusive. To address this, we generated a computational model for interpreting
and predicting effects of pathway component properties. The model integrates current information concerning the signaling
network downstream of Fas activation, through both type I and type II pathways, until activation of caspase-3. Unknown parameter values in the model were estimated using experimental data obtained from human Jurkat T cells. To elucidate critical
signaling network properties, we examined the effects of altering the level of Bcl-2 on the kinetics of caspase-3 activation, using
both overexpression and knockdown in the model and experimentally. Overexpression was used to distinguish among alternative
hypotheses for inhibitory binding interactions of Bcl-2 with various components in the mitochondrial pathway. In comparing
model simulations with experimental results, we find the best agreement when Bcl-2 blocks the release of cytochrome c by binding
to both Bax and truncated Bid instead of Bax, truncated Bid, or Bid alone. Moreover, although Bcl-2 overexpression strongly
reduces caspase-3 activation, Bcl-2 knockdown has a negligible effect, demonstrating a general model finding that varying the
expression levels of signal molecules frequently has asymmetric effects on the outcome. Finally, we demonstrate that the relative
dominance of type I vs type II pathways can be switched by varying particular signaling component levels without changing
network structure. The Journal of Immunology, 2005, 175: 985–995.

A

poptosis is an essential cellular event for maintaining
homeostasis of the immune system and its normal function. Dysregulation of apoptosis can contribute to various autoimmune diseases and cancer (1, 2). One major mechanism
for inducing apoptosis is through the activation of death receptors
such as TNF, Fas (Apo-1/CD95), DR3 (TRAMP), DR4 (TRAILR1), and DR5 (TRAIL-R2) (3, 4). Among death receptors, the
signaling pathways for Fas-induced apoptosis are the best characterized (5) (Fig. 1). Two pathways activated by Fas have been
identified (6), and are referred to as type I and type II pathways.
For both pathways, caspases, a family of cysteine proteases, are
crucial for both the initiation and execution of apoptosis. The pathways diverge after activation of initiator caspases (e.g., caspase-8
and caspase-10) and converge at the end by activating executor
caspases (e.g., caspase-3). In the type I pathway, initiator caspases
cleave and activate executor caspases directly. In the type II pathway, also called the mitochondrial pathway, a more complex signaling cascade is activated involving the disruption of mitochondrial membrane potential. Fas signaling is tightly regulated at
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multiple steps along both signaling cascades (2, 4, 5, 7). For instance, FLIP blocks activation of initiator caspases, Bcl-2 prevents
mitochondrial disruption, and X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis protein (XIAP)3 inhibits downstream caspases (i.e., caspase-9 and
caspase-3).
Despite the characterization of the components of these apoptotic pathways, we have an incomplete understanding of how all of
the signaling molecules fit together into a single coherent network,
and how the quantitative and dynamic aspects of the network function in relation to the final cellular outcome (i.e., apoptosis vs
survival). Studies in other systems, such as the epidermal growth
factor receptor (8), have shown that using computational models to
study the dynamic behavior of an integrated signaling system can
contribute significantly to understanding complex biological processes. In this study, we organize biochemical and biophysical
knowledge about the Fas signaling pathway into a mechanistic
mathematical model to advance our understanding of the integrative operation of this pathway. The model includes the components
and behaviors of the signal transduction process from receptor
binding to caspase-3 activation.
We first use model simulations with experiments to explore how
the protein Bcl-2 regulates Fas signaling. Bcl-2 has been found to
be a potent inhibitor of apoptosis in response to a variety of cytotoxic stimuli. It inhibits apoptosis through the mitochondrial
pathway by preventing disruption of the mitochondria and the subsequent release of cytochrome c. Consequently, overexpression of
Bcl-2 has a protective effect against Fas-induced apoptosis in cells
3
Abbreviations used in this paper: XIAP, X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis protein;
tBid, truncated Bid; FasL, Fas ligand; PI, propidium iodide; FADD, Fas-associated
death domain; DISC, death-inducing signaling complex; Smac, second mitochondriaderived activator of caspase; ODE, ordinary differential equation.
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were both purchased from BD Pharmingen. Fluor 647-conjugated antirabbit IgG Ab (A31573) was purchased from Molecular Probes.

Quantitative Western blot analysis
Resting or Fas ligand (FasL)-stimulated cells were washed once with icecold PBS, then lysed as described previously (13). Lysates from same
number of cells were loaded in each lane. Proteins were separated on 12%
polyacrylamide gel, then transferred to a polyvinylidene difluoride membrane. The reactive bands were detected by chemiluminescence
(PerkinElmer) and captured with Kodak Image Station (Kodak). Band density was quantified using a Kodak 1D Image Analysis Software (Kodak).
The linearity of the chemiluminescent signal was tested by a serial dilution
of lysates. Measurements were always done within the linear range of the
signal.

Intracellular staining of cleaved caspase-3 and Bcl-2

FIGURE 1. Schematic representation of the Fas signaling pathway.
Molecules in bold are used in the model to represent two or more molecules with similar functions.

in which the type II pathway is dominant, but not in cells in which
the type I pathway is dominant (6). However, the exact mechanisms by which Bcl-2 protects the mitochondrial pathway are not
clear. Conflicting results have shown that Bcl-2 may or may not
interact with Bid, truncated Bid (tBid), Bax, and Bak (9 –12). This
question could be approached experimentally using coimmunoprecipitation to observe which molecules coprecipitate with Bcl-2, or
by staining multiple molecules to look for colocalization with microscopy techniques. However, both experimental methods can
give ambiguous results due to their intricate nature, and they are
limited by the lack of good Abs against tBid. Furthermore, neither
approach is able to capture transient protein-protein interactions.
In this study, we use our Fas signaling model to explore four
potential Bcl-2 mechanisms of action: Bcl-2 binding to Bax, Bid,
or tBid individually, or both Bax and tBid. By examining the dynamic behavior of the system, the model suggests a simple experiment to differentiate the four hypotheses. Combining our model
predictions with the experimental measurements, we discern that
Bcl-2 interaction with both Bax and tBid is the most likely, as well
as the most efficient, mechanism for Bcl-2 to block the mitochondrial pathway. Analysis of the model also suggests an explanation
for potential insensitivity to Bcl-2 down-regulation.
In addition, we analyze how the model output for caspase-3
activation depends on signaling molecule levels to gain insight into
the overall regulation of the Fas signaling pathway. The results
show a prevalent phenomenon where increasing or decreasing the
level of a molecule can have an asymmetrical effect on signaling
outcome. Finally, we demonstrate that our model is capable of
switching from the type II pathway dominant behavior (sensitive
to Bcl-2 up-regulation) to the type I pathway dominant behavior
(insensitive to Bcl-2 up-regulation) by simply increasing the level
of caspase-8, while keeping the network structure unchanged.

Materials and Methods
Cells and reagents
Human tumor T cell line, Jurkat.E6, was purchased from American Type
Culture Collection. Recombinant human SuperFasL was purchased from
Alexis. For Western blot, rabbit anti-Bcl-2 polyclonal Ab was purchased
from R&D Systems; rabbit anti-caspase-3 mAb was purchased from Santa
Cruz Biotechnology; anti-tubulin mAb was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.
HRP-conjugated secondary Ab anti-mouse and anti-rabbit were purchased
from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. PE-conjugated anti-Bcl-2 mAb (556536)
and anti-active caspase-3 mAb (559565) used for intracellular staining

Resting or stimulated cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 10
min at room temperature, followed by permeabilization with 100% MeOH
overnight at ⫺20°C. Cells were washed twice with PBS ⫹ 0.1% Tween
(PBST) before incubating with anti-active caspase-3 (BD Pharmingen) for
1 h. Cells were washed twice again with PBST, then incubated with Fluor
647-conjugated anti-rabbit and PE-conjugated anti-Bcl-2 mAb at room
temperature for 1 h in the dark. After two more washes with PBST, cells
were analyzed on a FACSCalibur machine (BD Biosciences). For experiments to differentiate low and high amounts of Bcl-2 expression, cells were
first gated on the level of Bcl-2, then gated on active caspase-3. The percentage of cells negative in active caspase-3 (i.e., percentage of cells with
full-length caspase-3) were measured and normalized using the following
formula: (percentage of cells negative in active caspase-3 with stimulation)/(percentage of cells negative in active caspase-3 without stimulation).

Cytotoxicity assay
Cells at density of 1 ⫻ 106 cells/ml were incubated in the culture medium
with different concentrations of FasL in 96-well plates for 24 h. Cells were
washed once with ice-cold PBS and resuspended in 5 g/ml propidium
iodide (PI), after which cells were immediately analyzed on a FACScan
machine (BD Biosciences). Specific cell death was calculated using the
formula: (percentage of total cell death ⫺ percentage of spontaneous
death)/(100% ⫺ percentage of spontaneous death), where percentage of
spontaneous death is the percentage of cell death without adding any stimulation.

Genetic manipulations
Stably transduced cell lines were generated as described previously (14,
15). Briefly, the Ca2⫹ precipitation method was used to transfect 293T
cells. Supernatants collected 48 and 72 h after transfection were used to
infect Jurkat cells. To overexpress Bcl-2, the MIG-Bcl2 vector was cotransfected with CMV-gag/pol and VSVG packaging vectors (15). To
down-regulate Bcl-2, a short hairpin RNA sequence was selected and
cloned into pll3.7 vector (14). The targeting sequence for Bcl-2 short hairpin RNA is GTGATGAAGTACATCCATT. pll3.7-Bcl2 was cotransfected
with VSVG, RSV-REV, and pMDL g/p RRE. Empty MIG or pll3.7 vector
was used as a control, respectively. Because both MIG and pll3.7 vectors
contain enhanced GFP reporter gene, successfully infected cells were identified with green fluorescence. GFP-positive populations were sorted using
FACStarPlus (BD Biosciences), and only the sorted cells were used for
experiments.

Mathematical model
Model structure. A schematic representation of the Fas signaling network
described by our computational model is shown in Fig. 1. The model starts
with FasL binding to Fas and concludes at caspase-3 activation because the
latter results in the cleavage of many important cellular substrates, leading
to morphological changes that are typically associated with apoptosis. In
the model, both Fas and FasL are preassociated as trimers (16, 17). Once
FasL binds to Fas, the complex recruits Fas-associated death domain
(FADD), which then recruits caspase-8, forming a death-inducing signaling complex (DISC) (18). Because the stoichiometry and type of molecular
interactions at the DISC are not clear, we assumed 1:1 noncooperative
interactions between Fas and FADD, and between FADD and caspase-8,
with up to three FADD and three caspase-8 molecules recruited to the
DISC. When two (or more) caspase-8 molecules are recruited to the DISC,
they cleave each other, generating an intermediate cleavage product p43/
41, which further cleaves itself to generate activated caspase-8. Although
caspase-10 can also be recruited to the DISC and may have redundant
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function with caspase-8, caspase-8 is included in our model as a functional
surrogate for the combined effect.
Activated caspase-8 either cleaves and activates caspase-3 directly (type
I pathway) or cleaves Bid into tBid to initialize the type II pathway. tBid
recruits two Bax molecules, which leads to the release of cytochrome c and
second mitochondria-activator of caspase (Smac) from the mitochondria.
Bak and Bax have been shown to be redundant in tBid-induced cytochrome
c release (19); therefore, we use Bax in the model to represent the combined functionality of both molecules. Subsequently, cytochrome c binds to
Apaf-1 and two caspase-9 molecules in the presence of ATP, forming the
apoptosome. Caspase-9 becomes activated in the apoptosome and then
activates caspase-3. Smac released from the mitochondria can bind to
XIAP. Several IAP molecules (XIAP, cIAP-1, cIAP-2) have been implicated in the regulation of apoptosis. We selected XIAP to represent the
functionality of the IAP family because it has the highest binding affinity
to caspases (20).
There are three negative regulators in this model: FLIP, Bcl-2, and
XIAP. FLIP competes with caspase-8 to bind FADD, thereby preventing
caspase-8 activation and inhibiting both the type I and II pathways. Bcl-2
in the model represents the net functionality of both Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL, and
functions to inhibit the type II pathway. The molecular mechanism by
which Bcl-2 exerts this effect is unclear, and four separate hypotheses were
analyzed. The initial model has Bcl-2 binding to Bax only. Alternative
models include Bcl-2 binding to Bid alone, tBid alone, or Bax plus tBid.
XIAP, the third negative regulator binds to both caspase-9 and active
caspase-3 (20).
Model simulation. The model describing the signal transduction of the
Fas pathway was created using Entelos PhysioLab Modeler (Entelos). Biochemical reactions were used to describe the molecular interactions. Most
of the interactions were described with the following class of mass-action
equation:

kf
A ⫹ B|
0C
kr

(1)

where kf is forward rate constant and kr is reverse rate constant. Concentration changes of all the molecules were described by ordinary differential
equations (ODEs):

dC
dA dB
⫽
⫽ ⫺ ⫽ kf 䡠 A 䡠 B ⫺ kr 䡠 C
dt
dt
dt

(2)

Enzymatic reactions were split into two reactions, with kf of the second one
being 0:

S ⫹ E7SE¡P ⫹ E

冦

kf
S⫹EO
¢
¡SE
kr

(3)

P⫹EO
¢ SE
kcat

The equations for Smac and cytochrome c release are different to represent
transport processes, where the release of molecules depends on the amount
of oligomerized Bax, but does not bind to oligomerized Bax:

kf 䡠 B
AO
¡A*

(4)

where A is either the concentration of Smac or cytochrome c in mitochondria, A* is the concentration of the same molecule in cytosol, and B is the
concentration of oligomerized Bax. It is an irreversible reaction, and the
concentration changes were described by the following ODEs:

dA*
dA
⫽⫺
⫽ kf 䡠 A 䡠 B
dt
dt

(5)

All the equations used in the model are listed in Table I. Fig. 2 is a graphical representation of all the biochemical reactions used for the model with
Bcl-2 binding to Bax only.
Given the initial conditions (concentrations of molecules that are not
zero before simulation starts, including the concentration of FasL) and the
rate constants, Entelos PhysioLab Modeler solves all the ODEs numerically using a Runga-Kutta 5(4) adaptive step-size method and calculates
concentration changes for all the molecules over time. There are 136 rate
constants and 15 initial conditions in the model. Of the 136 rate constants,
there are only 35 independent values because many of them were set to be

the same, such as rate constants for caspase-8 or FLIP binding to FADD for
different intermediate steps during DISC formation. The assumption of
equal values in such cases was because we chose noncooperative binding
for simplest reaction representations, in the absence of data indicating more
complicated kinetics. There are 70 intermediate complexes with concentrations starting at zero.
Parameter estimation and model evaluation with experimentally measured kinetic data. Approximately one-third of the parameter values (rate
constants and initial conditions) used in the model were taken from the
literature or obtained through unpublished observations (Tables II and III).
The remaining parameters were manually adjusted within an expected
physiological range so that the model reproduced the behavior of Jurkat
cells in the presence of 100 ng/ml FasL. More specifically, forward rate
constants were limited to the range between 1 ⫻ 10⫺6 and 1 ⫻ 10⫺1
(diffusion limit) nM⫺1s⫺1; reverse rate constants were limited to 1 ⫻10 ⫺5
to 10 s⫺1. The data used to tune the model were time-dependent reductions
of caspase-8 and caspase-3 measured from Jurkat cells using quantitative
Western blot assay (Fig. 3). The mean values of three experiments were
used for model fitting. As seen in Fig. 3, C and D, the model can accurately
represent the dynamics of both an upstream (caspase-8) and a downstream
(caspase-3) signal in response to FasL stimulation. All the resulting rate
constants are listed in Table II, and the initial conditions are listed in Table
III. These values are referred to as baseline values.
The values of cellular protein levels obtained from most experimental
methods typically represent means across a cell population, whereas any
individual cell within the population may possess a set of values different
from the means but within heterogeneous distributions around those means.
To test whether the averaged behavior of diverse cells across a population
is similar to a representative cell possessing the set of population-averaged
values for all the parameters, we undertook Monte Carlo simulations of
many diverse individual cells possessing sets of parameter values randomly
selected from within normal distributions around the means (using SDs
expected from typical Western blot measurements). The averaged behavior
of these cells, in terms of their dynamic caspase-8 and caspase-3 activations, from this set of simulations were sufficiently close to the result from
the representative cell possessing the mean parameter values (results not
shown). Therefore, in this particular model, we believe that we can use the
representative cell with mean parameters satisfactorily.

Results
Bcl-2 blocks the mitochondrial pathway by binding to both tBid
and Bax/Bak
Bcl-2 is known to block the mitochondrial pathway; however, the
exact mechanism by which Bcl-2 exerts its effect is still not clear.
Our model is adjusted to describe the Fas signaling pathway in
Jurkat cells, which are known to be sensitive to the overexpression
of Bcl-2 (6, 21). Therefore, we could use this model to explore
how different mechanisms of Bcl-2 blockage of the mitochondrial
pathway may generate different dynamics of caspase-3 activation.
In our initial model, Bcl-2 binds to Bax; however, there are
suggestions in the literature that Bcl-2 may bind to only Bid, only
tBid, or both Bax and tBid (9 –12). To test these different hypotheses, we generated three new models, changing only the specific
molecule interacting with Bcl-2. The initial concentration of Bcl-2,
as well as the association and dissociation rate constants for Bcl-2
interacting with other molecules, was kept the same in all four
models. For 100 ng/ml FasL stimulation, the four models show
very similar kinetics of caspase-3 activation when Bcl-2 is at the
baseline value (Fig. 4A). In contrast, when the Bcl-2 level is increased by 10 or 100 times (simulating its overexpression),
caspase-3 activation kinetics are quite different for the four models
(Fig. 4, B–E). The model with Bcl-2 binding to both Bax and tBid
is the most sensitive to increases in Bcl-2, where only a 10-fold
increase of Bcl-2 almost completely blocks the mitochondrial
pathway (Fig. 4E). On the other hand, the model with Bcl-2 binding to Bax alone is somewhat less sensitive to Bcl-2 overexpression (Fig. 4B), whereas the model with Bcl-2 binding to Bid alone
is the least sensitive (Fig. 4C). Because the effect of Bcl-2 binding
to Bid is minimal, the model with Bcl-2 binding to both Bax and
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Table I. Biochemical reactions

Reactant A

a

Reactant B

Reactant C

Forward
Reaction
Rate

Reverse
Reaction
Rate

FasL
FasC

Fas
FADD

FasC
FasC:FADD

k1_f
k2_f

k1_r
k2_r

FasC:FADD
FasC:FADD_2
FasC:FADD_2:Casp8
FasC:FADD_2:FLIP
FasC:FADD_2:Casp8_2
FasC:FADD_2:Casp8:FLIP
FasC:FADD_2:FLIP_2
FasC:FADD:Casp8
FasC:FADD:FLIP
FasC:FADD_3

FADD
FADD
FADD
FADD
FADD
FADD
FADD
FADD
FADD
Casp8

FasC:FADD_2
FasC:FADD_3
FasC:FADD_3:Casp8
FasC:FADD_3:FLIP
FasC:FADD_3:Casp8_2
FasC:FADD_3:Casp8:FLIP
FasC:FADD_3:FLIP_2
FasC:FADD_2:Casp8
FasC:FADD_2:FLIP
FasC:FADD_3:Casp8

k2_f
k2_f
k2_f
k2_f
k2_f
k2_f
k2_f
k2_f
k2_f
k3_f

k2_r
k2_r
k2_r
k2_r
k2_r
k2_r
k2_r
k2_r
k2_r
k3_r

FasC:FADD_3
FasC:FADD_3:Casp8
FasC:FADD_3:Casp8
FasC:FADD_3:FLIP

FLIP
Casp8
FLIP
Casp8

FasC:FADD_3:FLIP
FasC:FADD_3:Casp8_2
FasC:FADD_3:Casp8_FLIP
FasC:FADD_3:Casp8:FLIP

k3_f
k3_f
k3_f
k3_f

k3_r
k3_r
k3_r
k3_r

FasC:FADD_3:FLIP
FasC:FADD_3:Casp8_2
FasC:FADD_3:Casp8_2
FasC:FADD_3:Casp8:FLIP
FasC:FADD_3:Casp8:FLIP
FasC:FADD3:FLIP_2
FasC:FADD_3:FLIP_2
FasC:FADD_2
FasC:FADD_2
FasC:FADD_2:Casp8
FasC:FADD_2:Casp8
FasC:FADD_2:FLIP
FasC:FADD_2:FLIP
FasC:FADD
FasC:FADD
FasC:FADD_2
FasC:FADD_3:Casp8
FasC:FADD_3:FLIP
FasC:FADD_3
Casp8_2_p41

FLIP
Casp8
FLIP
Casp8
FLIP
Casp8
FLIP
Casp8
FLIP
Casp8
FLIP
Casp8
FLIP
Casp8
FLIP
Casp8_2_p41
Casp8_2_p41
Casp8_2_p41
Casp8_2_p41

FasC:FADD_3:FLIP_2
FasC:FADD_3:Casp8_3
FasC:FADD_3:Casp8_2:FLIP
FasC:FADD_3:Casp8_2:FLIP
FasC:FADD_3:Casp8:FLIP_2
FasC:FADD_3:Casp8:FLIP_2
FasC:FADD_3:FLIP_3
FasC:FADD_2:Casp8
FasC:FADD_2:FLIP
FasC:FADD_2:Casp8_2
FasC:FADD_2:Casp8:FLIP
FasC:FADD_2:Casp8:FLIP
FasC:FADD_2:FLIP_2
FasC:FADD:Casp8
FasC:FADD:FLIP
FasC:FADD-2:Casp8_2
FasC:FADD-3:Casp8_3
FasC:FADD-3:Casp8_2:FLIP
FasC:FADD-3:Casp8_2
Casp8_2*

k3_f
k3_f
k3_f
k3_f
k3_f
k3_f
k3_f
k3_f
k3_f
k3_f
k3_f
k3_f
k3_f
k3_f
k3_f

k3_r
k3_r
k3_r
k3_r
k3_r
k3_r
k3_r
k3_r
k3_r
k3_r
k3_r
k3_r
k3_r
k3_r
k3_r
k4
k4
k4
k4

Casp8_2*
Casp8_2*

Casp3
Casp3*

Casp8_2*:Casp3
Casp8_2*:Casp3

Casp8_2*
Casp8_2*
tBid

tBid
Bid
Bax

Cas8_2*:Bid
Cas8_2*:Bid
tBid:Bax

k8_f
k9_f

tBid:Bax
Smac

Bax
Bax

tBid:Bax_2
Smac*

k9_f
k10

Cyto.c

Bax

Cyto.c*

k10

Smac*
Cyto.c*

XIAP
Apaf

Smac*:XIAP
Cyto.c*:Apaf:ATP

k11_f
k12_f

k11_r
k12_r

Cyto.c*:Apaf:ATP
Cyto.c*:Apaf:ATP:Casp9
Cyto.c*:Apaf:ATP:Casp9
Casp9*

Casp9
Casp9
Casp9*
Casp3

Cyto.c*:Apaf:ATP:Casp9
Cyto.c*:Apaf:ATP:Casp9_2
Cyto.c*:Apaf:ATP:Casp9_2
Casp9*:Casp3

k13_f
k14_f

k13_r
k14_r
k15
k16_r

k16_f

Assume noncooperative binding between
FADD and Fas, which means that
regardless of other molecules in the
complex, the FADD-Fas interaction
always has the same rate constant.

Assume caspase-8 and FLIP have the
same binding rate constants for
FADD, because their death effector
domains (FADD binding domain)
have high homology (38).

Similar to binding between FADD and
Fas, assume noncooperative binding
between FADD and caspase-8 and
between FADD and FLIP.

kf
¡A*
Nongeneral reaction: A O

k5
k6_f

Comment

k6_r
k7
k7
k8_r
k9_r

Assume the catalytic reaction rate of
caspase_8 is the same regardless of
the substrate.
Assume the first Bax and the second
Bax binding to tBid have the same
rate constants.

k9_r
Assume Smac and Cyto.c have the same
release rate.
kf 䡠 B
Nongeneral reaction: A O
¡A*
kf

0C
Nongeneral reaction: A ⫹ B ⫹ ATP |
kr

(Table continues)
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Table I. Continued

Reactant A

a

Casp9*
Casp9
Casp3*
Equations used for different models
Bcl_2 binding to Bax alone
Bcl_2
Bcl_2 binding to Bid alone
Bcl_2
Bcl_2 binding to tBid alone
Bcl_2
Bcl_2 binding to both tBid and Bax
Bcl_2
Bcl_2
a

Reactant B

Reactant C

Forward Reverse
Reaction Reaction
Rate
Rate

Casp3*
XIAP
XIAP

Casp9*:Casp3
Casp9:XIAP
Casp3*:XIAP

k18_f
k19_f

k17
k18_r
k19_r

Bax

Bcl2:Bax

k20_f

k20_r

Bid

Bcl2:Bid

k20_f

k20_r

tBid

Bcl2:tBid

k20_f

k20_r

Bax
tBid

Bcl2:Bax
Bcl2:tBid

k20_f
k20_f

k20_r
k20_r

Comment

kf
General reaction: A ⫹ B|
0C
kr

Bid gives results similar to those observed when Bcl-2 binds to
Bax alone (data not shown).
These simulation results indicate that the kinetic profile of
caspase-3 activation in a cell line in which Bcl-2 is overexpressed
could be used to distinguish between the four hypotheses about the
mechanism of action of Bcl-2. Although Bcl-2 overexpression has
been shown to protect Jurkat cells from Fas-induced apoptosis (6),
the effect of Bcl-2 overexpression, especially different amounts of
Bcl-2 overexpression, on the kinetics of caspase-3 activation in
Jurkat cells has not been quantitatively measured. Therefore, we
generated a stable, Bcl-2-overexpressing Jurkat cell line. In agreement with prior studies, Bcl-2 overexpression reduced the degree
of apoptosis following stimulation by FasL (Fig. 5A). Intracellular
staining for Bcl-2 shows a wide range of Bcl-2 up-regulation in the
cell lines transduced with the MIG-Bcl-2 vector (wider peak) compared with a relatively uniform expression level (narrower peak)
for the control cell line infected with the empty MIG vector (Fig.
5B). This wide range of Bcl-2 up-regulation allowed us to isolate
subpopulations of cells with low and high levels of Bcl-2 overex-

FIGURE 2. Translating the Fas
signaling pathway into biochemical
reactions in the model. Molecules in
blue are directly involved in Fas signaling; molecules in red are negative
regulators of the pathway; and molecules in black are transient intermediate complexes. Arrows in red represent catalytic reactions, and arrows in
green represent transport processes as
described in Materials and Methods.
Blue shaded area encloses steps for
DISC formation, where the molecule
FLIP or caspase-8 is omitted for most
reactions. The model is shown here
with Bcl-2 binding to Bax only.

pression. Using Bcl-2 and active caspase-3 double intracellular
staining, kinetics of caspase-3 activation following stimulation
with 100 ng/ml FasL was measured in these two subpopulations.
Fig. 5C shows one representative experiment of three. The low
Bcl-2 overexpressing subpopulation (mean fluorescence intensity,
74.4) had a mean intensity ⬃6 times that of the control cell line
(mean fluorescence intensity, 12.6), whereas the high Bcl-2 overexpressing subpopulation (mean fluorescence intensity, 508) had a
mean intensity ⬃50 times that of the control cell line (Fig. 5B).
Caspase-3 activation is slowed in both subpopulations compared
with control cells (Fig. 5C). In addition, there is neither a significant difference in the kinetics of caspase-3 activation between
these two subpopulations, nor between them and the total heterogeneous Bcl-2-overexpressing population (Fig. 5C). These results
show that a 6-fold increase of Bcl-2 expression is sufficient to
reach a maximum level of inhibition. The residual caspase-3 activation is likely due to activation through the type I pathway.
Comparison of these experimental results with simulation results
from the four models (Fig. 4, B–E) supports the hypothesis that
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Table II. Reaction rate constants
Rate
Constant

Parameter
Value

k1_f

9.09E-05 nM⫺1s⫺1

k1_r
k2_f
k2_r
k3_f
k3_r
k4
k5
k6_f
k6_r
k7
k8_f
k8_r
k9_f
k9_r
k10
k11_f

1.00E-04 s⫺1
5.00E-04 nM⫺1s⫺1
0.2 s⫺1
3.50E-03 nM⫺1s⫺1
0.018 s⫺1
0.3 s⫺1
0.1 s⫺1
1.00E-05 nM⫺1s⫺1
0.06 s⫺1
0.1 s⫺1
5.00E-03 nM⫺1s⫺1
0.005 s⫺1
2.00E-04 nM⫺1s⫺1
0.02 s⫺1
1e-3 s⫺1
7.00E-03 nM⫺1s⫺1

k11_r
k12_f
k12_r
k13_f
k13_r
k14_f
k14_r
k15
k16_f
k16_r
k17
k18_f
k18_r
k19_f
k19_r
k20_f
k20_r

Table III. Initial conditions
Value (nM)

Reference

Reference

Kd ⫽ k1_r/k1_ f ⫽ 1.1 nM
from (39)

kon ⫽ k11_ f ⫽ 7e6/(M s) and
koff ⫽ k11_r ⫽ 2.21e-3/s
from (40)

2.21E-03 s⫺1
2.78e-7 nM⫺1 s⫺1nM⫺1
5.70E-03 s⫺1
2.84E-04 nM⫺1s⫺1
0.07493 s⫺1
4.41E-04 nM⫺1s⫺1
0.1 s⫺1
0.7 s⫺1
1.96E-05 nM⫺1s⫺1
Km ⫽ (k16_r ⫹ k17)/k16_ f ⫽
248 M from (41)
0.05707 s⫺1
4.8 s⫺1
kcat ⫽ k17 ⫽ 4.8/s from (41)
1.06E-04 nM⫺1s⫺1
Ki ⫽ k18_r/k18_ f ⫽ 9.4e-9
M from (42)
1.00E-03 s⫺1
2.47E-03 nM⫺1s⫺1
kon ⫽ k19_ f ⫽ 2.5e6/(M s)
and koff ⫽ k19_r ⫽ 2.4e-3/
s from (43)
2.40E-03 s⫺1
2.00E-03 nM⫺1s⫺1
Kd ⫽ k20_r/k20_ f ⫽ 1e-8 M
from (44)
⫺1
0.02 s

Bcl-2 binds to both Bax and tBid to efficiently block the mitochondrial pathway.
Analysis of the reaction equations in the model helps explain
why the kinetic differences among the models arise. In the models
in which Bcl-2 binds to Bax alone (Fig. 4B) or to both Bax and
tBid (Fig. 4E), some Bcl-2 preassociates (before Fas stimulation)
with Bax through a reversible equilibrium reaction, with the potential (given enough preassociation) to block the type II pathway.
The more Bcl-2 a cell has, the more Bax is bound by Bcl-2, and the
blockade of the type II pathway is increased. At the same time, the
amount of free Bcl-2 also increases. In the model with Bcl-2 interacting with both tBid and Bax, free Bcl-2 molecules are available to bind to tBid, and thus further block the type II pathway.
Therefore, this mechanism gives the highest efficiency of blocking
the mitochondrial pathway, whereas the mechanism of Bcl-2 binding to Bax alone gives the second highest efficiency. When Bcl-2
binds only Bid, the low sensitivity to Bcl-2 overexpression arises
(Fig. 4C) because the binding between Bcl-2 and Bid is a reversible reaction, whereas Bid is irreversibly cleaved by active
caspase-8 to generate tBid. Consequently, Bid can “escape” from
Bcl-2 sequestration by being truncated by caspase-8 and continue
the type II pathway activation. Theoretically, all Bid molecules can
eventually be cleaved into tBid regardless of the concentration of

Fas
FasL
FADD
Flip
Casp8
Casp3
Bid
Bcl2
Bax
Cytoc
Smac
XIAP
Casp9
ATP
Apaf

10.00
2.00
16.67
81.00
33.33
200.00
25.00
75.00
83.33
100.00
100.00
30.00
20.00
10.00
100.00

Equivalent to 100 ng/ml FasL
Unpublished observations
(45)
(45)

(45)
(41)

Bcl-2, although the greater the Bcl-2 concentration, the slower the
process. The model with Bcl-2 binding to tBid alone is also relatively insensitive to increases of Bcl-2 (Fig. 4D), although the
binding reaction is reversible. This is because tBid is not formed
until the signal cascade is initiated by FasL binding, and Bcl-2 and
Bax must compete for tBid in reversible reactions. Even with
stronger binding between Bcl-2 and tBid (Kd ⫽ 10⫺8 M) than
between Bax and tBid (Kd ⫽ 10⫺7 M), the competition allows
some tBid to associate with Bax and continue the signal transduction along the type II pathway.
Based on these findings, all further simulations were done using
the model with Bcl-2 binding to both Bax and tBid.
Insensitivity of Fas-induced apoptosis to a decrease in Bcl-2
expression level
Aberrant Bcl-2 expression has been identified in many different
cancers (22). Treatments aimed at decreasing the level of Bcl-2,
such as Bcl-2 antisense drugs and small molecule inhibitors of
Bcl-2, have been explored as anticancer agents (22, 23). We tested
whether the model can predict the effect of decreasing Bcl-2 on
caspase-3 activation. Surprisingly, whereas overexpressing Bcl-2
in Jurkat cells slows caspase-3 activation, reducing the level of
Bcl-2 using the RNA interference technique in Jurkat cells (Fig.
6A) neither increases the sensitivity to Fas-induced apoptosis (Fig.
6B) nor accelerates caspase-3 activation (Fig. 6C). Consistent with
this experimental data, decreasing Bcl-2 by 10- or 100-fold in the
model has only a minimal effect on caspase-3 activation (Fig. 6D).
In the experiment, because the regulatory molecule Bcl-xL is
also known to block the mitochondrial pathway, it is possible that
knocking down Bcl-2 has little effect on caspase-3 activation due
to compensation from Bcl-xL. In our model, Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL were
aggregated into a single entity we called “Bcl-2,” so that under- or
overexpression in the model represents a net decrease or increase
of both molecules. Analysis of the model reveals that cells can be
insensitive to the aggregated Bcl-2 molecule when their total level
before reduction is relatively low, but not insignificant, allowing
the type II pathway to be essentially “open.” To start having an
inhibitory effect on the type II pathway, Bcl-2/Bcl-xL must not
only be expressed, but also be expressed in excess of a threshold
level, which is determined by a balance among Bcl-2, Bid, and
Bax, and their reaction rate constants. Moreover, model analysis
also suggests that a small amount of blockage of the signal transduction by Bcl-2 does not affect downstream caspase-3 activation
because of the nonlinearity of the signal propagation. Although
these model predictions need to be further tested by double knockdown of Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL, the expression level of Bcl-xL in Jurkat
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FIGURE 3. Model fitting. A and B, Representative
Western blot showing the time course of caspase-8 (A)
and caspase-3 (B) activation following stimulation of
100 ng/ml FasL in Jurkat cells. C and D, Good fit between model output and the experimental data for
caspase-8 (C) and caspase-3 (D). The amount of fulllength caspases averaged from three experiments was
quantified and plotted vs time. Error bars represent
SEM.

cells is relatively low compared with other cell types (data not
shown), and no Bcl-xL up-regulation was observed with Bcl-2
knockdown (Fig. 6A). Therefore, Bcl-xL compensation may not be
a confounding factor in our interpretation for Jurkat cells.
Asymmetrical effects of varying expression levels of the Fas
signaling network components
Using a computational model to predict the effects of increasing or
decreasing a single component in the model is a mathematical
technique termed “sensitivity analysis.” If perturbation of a given
molecule has a relatively large impact on the outcome, the system

is considered to be sensitive to the level of this molecule. In the
above studies, we increased and decreased the Bcl-2 level in the
model to discern its effects on caspase-3 activation. Our associated
overexpression and knockdown experimental studies tested the veracity of those predictions.
We applied this analytical technique to all of the molecular
components of the model except caspase-3 by varying the initial
concentration of each molecule by one and two orders of magnitude higher and lower than the baseline values. The half-time
for caspase-3 activation is used to represent how fast caspase-3
becomes activated (Fig. 7). The faster the full-length caspase-3

FIGURE 4. Sensitivity of caspase-3 activation to increases in Bcl-2 level. Four models were generated that
differed only in the molecule(s) to which Bcl-2 binds. A,
Comparison of caspase-3 activation among all four
models with Bcl-2 level at the baseline value. B–E, Kinetics of caspase-3 activation with a baseline amount of
Bcl-2, 10 or 100 times increased Bcl-2 levels from the
model with Bcl-2 binding to Bax only (B), Bid only (C),
tBid only (D), or both Bax and tBid (E).
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ilar to Jurkat cells. Conversely, the analysis predicts that the
only efficient way to increase apoptosis in Jurkat cells is to
increase caspase-8 or caspase-9 levels.
Generating the type I pathway dominant behavior in the
modified model
Human cells that are not sensitive to Bcl-2 overexpression have
been identified in the literature (6, 24). In these cells, following
FasL stimulation, caspase-3 is activated mostly through the type I
pathway, such that even if the type II pathway is functioning normally in these cells, blocking it by Bcl-2 has only a minimal effect
on caspase-3 activation. It has been suggested that the amount of
active caspase-8 generated following FasL stimulation determines
type I or type II dominancy (6, 24), reasoning that large amounts
of activated caspase-8 can directly activate a sufficient amount of
caspase-3 to induce death. In contrast, if only a small amount of
caspase-8 is generated at the DISC, the type II pathway becomes
essential to amplify the signal. To test this hypothesis in our
model, we increased the formation of active caspase-8 by increasing the concentration of caspase-8 to 20 times the baseline value,
while keeping everything else in the model unchanged (Fig. 8).
This leads to faster caspase-3 activation kinetics (black line, compared to Fig. 4A). In addition, caspase-3 activation in this modified
model becomes insensitive to a 100-fold increase in Bcl-2 (red
line), which is the phenotype for the type I pathway dominant
behavior. This consistency between the hypothesis and model simulation results both further validates the model and provides mechanistic validation for the hypothesis derived from experimental
phenomenon.

Discussion

FIGURE 5. Effects of Bcl-2 overexpression on caspase-3 activation
in Jurkat cells. A, Dose response to FasL-induced apoptosis in control
cells transduced with empty MIG vector (F) or Bcl-2 overexpressing
(OE) cells tranduced with MIG-Bcl-2 (E). Cells were incubated with
the indicated concentration of FasL for 24 h, after which apoptosis was
measured by PI staining. B, Intracellular staining of Bcl-2 in control and
Bcl-2-overexpressing cells. The two gates on the FACS plot indicate the
low and high Bcl-2-overexpressing subpopulations, with the average
fluorescence intensity shown for each population. C, Time course of
caspase-3 activation following stimulation with 100 ng/ml FasL. Active
caspase-3 was measured by intracellular staining with flow cytometry in
control cells (F), the whole population of Bcl-2-overexpressing cells
(‚), and subpopulations of low (䡺) and high (E) levels of Bcl-2-overexpressing-cells.

level decreases, the shorter the half-time is, and vice versa. As
described above, caspase-3 activation has an asymmetric sensitivity to Bcl-2, being sensitive to increases of Bcl-2, but not to
decreases of Bcl-2. Similar asymmetric sensitivities are observed for many molecules. For example, caspase-3 activation
is sensitive to increases in the levels of FLIP and XIAP, but not
to decreases in these molecules. Conversely, caspase-3 activation is sensitive to decreases, but not increases in the levels of
Apaf-1, cytochrome c, FADD, and Bid. Caspase-3 activation is
sensitive to changes in caspase-8 and caspase-9 in both directions. These results suggest that because changes in Bax,
caspase-9, Bcl-2, and XIAP most dramatically block caspase-3
activation, these molecules could be good targets for blocking
Fas signaling and reducing apoptosis in cells that function sim-

We developed a mathematical model describing Fas signaling that
starts with FasL binding to Fas, ends at caspase-3 activation, and
includes both type I and type II pathways. Our model of the Fas
signaling pathway provides some additional useful characteristics
and capabilities to those models that have been published previously (25, 26). In particular, our model integrates both the type I
and type II pathways into an integrated signaling network so that,
following Fas binding, the flux through each pathway is determined strictly by the reaction kinetics and signal molecule levels.
This provides the ability to study the regulation of both pathways
and the balance between them within an integrated system. We
have used experimental data from the Jurkat cell line, a type II
pathway dominant cell type, to calibrate our model structure and
assign parameter values. This focus on the type II pathway provided the capability, with complementary experiments, to investigate the regulation of that pathway by the molecular component
Bcl-2. In comparison, Fussenegger et al. (25) did not attempt to
validate their model structure and parameter values against experimental data. Bentele et al. (26) used data from a type I pathway
dominant cell type, a human B lymphoblastoid cell line, to adjust
their model structure and parameter values, and consequently investigated the regulation of Fas signaling through the type I pathway, in particular the role of FLIP.
Mechanisms of Bcl-2 blocking the type II pathway
Bcl-2 has been a promising target molecule for anticancer therapies (27), and a better understanding of its function should help in
the development of effective drugs targeting its regulation of the
mitochondrial pathway. Combining model predictions with experiments, our results support the hypothesis that Bcl-2 inhibits the
type II pathway by binding to both Bax and tBid, giving a strong
antiapoptotic effect of Bcl-2 compared with the other scenarios
tested.
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FIGURE 6. Insensitivity of caspase-3 activation to
Bcl-2 down-regulation demonstrated by both experiments and computational simulation. A, Western blot
analysis for Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL in control cells transduced
with empty pll3.7 vector or Bcl-2 knockdown (KD) cells
tranduced with pll3.7-Bcl-2. Tubulin was used as a protein loading control. B, Dose response to FasL-induced
apoptosis in control cells (F) and Bcl-2 knockdown
cells (E). Cells were incubated with the indicated concentrations of FasL for 24 h, after which apoptosis was
measured by PI staining. C, Kinetics of caspase-3 activation following stimulation with 100 ng/ml FasL in
control cells (F) and Bcl-2 knockdown cells (E) measured by intracellular staining with flow cytometry. D,
Computer simulation of caspase-3 activation following
a 10- or 100-fold decrease in Bcl-2 level.

Consideration of signaling network kinetics provided us a new
approach to differentiate different interaction possibilities using
relatively simple experimental methods. Bid, BAX, Bcl-xL, and
Bcl-2 (28 –30) all have similar three-dimensional structures (28 –
30), and the structures of Bid and tBid are also similar to one
another (28). This structural similarity is likely to confound other
possible approaches. For example, we expect it would be difficult
to differentiate the binding preference of Bcl-xL/Bcl-2 for Bid,
tBid, and Bax according to structure information, and coimmunoprecipitation experiments are also likely to give false results.
Because many parameters in the model are adjusted to fit the
kinetics of two molecules, we performed additional simulations to
make sure this conclusion is not limited to the specific parameter
set used in our study. Specifically, we changed forward and reverse
rate constants of Bcl-2 binding and the initial conditions of Bax
and Bid individually. We find that, although the models with these
different parameter values do not fit to experimental data as well as
using the baseline values, whenever Bcl-2 is able to effectively
block the mitochondrial pathway with at least one of the mechanisms, Bcl-2 binding to both Bax and tBid is the most efficient
mechanism compared with Bcl-2 binding to Bax, Bid, or tBid
alone.
In addition to the hypotheses tested above, there are other possible mechanisms by which Bcl-2 may block the mitochondrial
pathway. For example, Bcl-2 may gate a mitochondrial pore independent of Bax/Bak to prevent the movement of material into
and out of the mitochondria (31); Bcl-2 may compete with Bax/

Bak binding to a third molecule to regulate the release of cytochrome c; or Bcl-2 may sequester some unknown caspase activator, as is seen in the analogous Caenorhabditis elegans system
(32). These questions could be addressed in the future with a similar combined modeling and experimental approach when more
data supporting these hypothetical mechanisms become available.
Sensitivity analysis and the nonlinearity of caspase-3 activation
dependence on signal molecule levels
Sensitivity analysis of Bcl-2 using our computer simulation, and
subsequently confirmed by our experimental data, demonstrates
that caspase-3 activation is not linearly dependent on Bcl-2 expression level. Such nonlinearity can explain why the results of
overexpression of a molecule are not necessarily opposite to those
observed when a molecule is underexpressed. Interestingly, the
asymmetric effect of Bcl-2 may allow therapies aimed at decreasing Bcl-2 to have a specific effect on tumor cells, thereby sparing
healthy cells. According to the model analysis, the insensitivity of
Jurkat cells to Bcl-2 down-regulation is due to the low level of
endogenous Bcl-2, which does not block the type II pathway significantly. However, in many tumor cells, Bcl-2 is aberrantly upregulated to render tumor cells resistant to many apoptotic stimuli
(22). In this case, decreasing Bcl-2 is equivalent to decreasing
Bcl-2 from 10- or 100-fold of the baseline back to its original
value, thus promoting cell death. At the same time, because normal
and Jurkat cells both have low Bcl-2 levels, decreasing the level of
Bcl-2 will have only a minimal effect on their apoptosis. Most

FIGURE 7. Sensitivity analysis for network model
components. The expression level (initial condition for
model calculations) of one component was changed for
each simulation, while holding the others constant. Levels were changed one or two orders of magnitude in
either direction from the baseline values. The half-time
of caspase-3 activation is plotted to represent how fast
caspase-3 becomes activated.
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FIGURE 8. Conversion of the model to type I pathway dominant behavior. Computer simulation of caspase-3 activation with Bcl-2 either at
the baseline level or 100 times the baseline level when caspase-8 level in
the model was increased by 20 times.

anti-Bcl-2 drugs are being used to increase the efficiency of standard anticancer therapies. Although anti-Bcl-2 drugs will not affect
the level of apoptosis in healthy cells caused by anticancer therapies, their coadministration should at least not aggravate this side
effect.
Although the same sensitivity analysis, as described here for
Bcl-2, could be done experimentally for all the molecules involved
in the Fas signaling to identify potential drug targets, it would be
extremely costly and time-consuming. Computer simulations using an experimentally validated model can help point out the most
sensitive parts of a pathway, thereby identifying the key experiments most likely to generate interesting results.
The results of this sensitivity analysis explicitly depend on the
baseline expression levels of all the molecules in the Fas signaling
pathway. Because the baseline levels for some of the molecules
might be different in different cell types, those other cell types may
exhibit different sensitivities than those observed in our study.
Our sensitivity analysis of all the molecules involved in Fas
signaling illustrates that the sensitivity of caspase-3 activation to
the various molecules varies dramatically, and many signaling
molecules have asymmetric effects on the signaling outcome.
These results suggest that signaling cascades are highly nonlinear
and nonintuitive. Consequently, understanding the kinetics of the
overall signaling pathway using mathematical model is critical in
understanding its regulation. More extensive discussions about the
utility of models can be found elsewhere (26).
Limitations of the model and future improvements
Although our model describes many aspects of the Fas signaling
system and, in particular, specific aspects of type II dominant signaling, there are limitations of the model. One discrepancy between our model and known biology is that, whereas the qualitative trends are similar, caspase-3 activation in the model is less
sensitive to FasL concentration changes than has been reported
experimentally. This may be due to the relatively simple ligand
binding structure of the model and exclusion of endocytosis and
receptor trafficking, both of which are known to modulate signaling dynamics in other receptor systems (e.g., epidermal growth
factor receptor) (8). Extension of the model to address this issue is
part of future model development.
More generally, there are various details in the Fas pathway that
are not included in the current model. For example, we have not
included the clustering of receptors on the cell membrane that

occurs following Fas stimulation (33, 34), the phosphorylationinduced deactivation of Bcl-2 (35, 36), the regulation of the mitochondrial pathway by other Bcl-2 family members (27, 37), or
the nonredundant functions of Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL (27, 30). Representing a simplified system at the beginning of a model’s development follows a philosophy of question-oriented, iterative model
development and validation. With this philosophy, each iteration
of model development is focused on addressing particular research
questions and includes careful and extensive validation. In this first
iteration of our model, the focus is on reproducing only a few key
system behaviors relevant to the problem of interest. The breadth
and detail of its components and functions are limited to only those
necessary to meet that goal. In future iterations, we must be cautious about expanding a model because it introduces more parameters and, if data are not available to assign them values, or at least
constrain their values, they simply become free knobs for tuning
the system that may provide too much flexibility to the model.
In summary, this study has demonstrated how the consideration
of quantitative aspects and dynamics of a system, interpreted
through a mathematical model and in collaboration with kinetics
experiments, can provide additional understanding of a signaling
system.
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